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F O R  I N V E S T O R S  &  A D V I S O R S

If you could construct a quarterly portfolio report template out of the best ideas currently 
in the industry, what would it look like?

Most mutual fund providers create some kind of quarterly (or monthly) portfolio reporting 
for their investors and/or advisors. Almost all asset managers follow a pretty rigid formula:

 ■ A market review
 ■ A portfolio performance and strategy summary, typically based on relative 

attribution data
 ■ A statement of outlook or positioning for the future
 ■ A formal, traditional tone, heavy with analytical content

This formula has been in place for a couple decades, and most firms take the attitude that 
if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.

But maybe it’s a little bit broke. As we’ve developed our sample library, we’ve increasingly 
seen asset managers tinker with their reporting formulas. Some make simple layout 
changes, while others have revamped content and design extensively. Still others are 
opting for an entirely automated approach.

Building the Perfect Quarterly Report 

AUTOMATED 
REPORT STYLE

“Nasdaq Crests 
7000 as Tech 
Giants Roar 
Into 2018”

“US Imposes 
New Tariffs, 
Ramping Up 
'America First' 
Trade Policy”

“Congress Passes 
Mammoth 
Spending Bill, 
Averts Shutdown”

“Yield on 10-Year 
US Government 
Bond Hits 3% for 
First Time in Years”

“Trump Pulls 
US Out of 
Iran Deal”

“US, China Tariffs 
Hit American-
Made Products 
from Chips to 
Cars”

“Inflation Rate 
Hits Six-Year 
High in May”

“US Jobless 
Claims Hit 
Lowest Level 
since 1969”

“Profits Surge 
at Big US 
Firms”

“Nasdaq Crosses 
8000 Threshold 
for First Time”

“China’s Trade 
Surplus with 
US Hits New 
Record”

“Fed Raises 
Interest Rates, 
Signals One 
More Increase 
This Year”

“US 
Unemployment 
Rate Falls to 
Lowest Level 
Since 1969”

“Eurozone 
Growth 
Stutters as 
US Economy 
Powers 
Ahead”

“Midterm 
Elections 
Produce a 
Divided 
Congress”

“Existing-Home 
Sales Suffer 
Largest Annual 
Drop in Four 
Years”

“Oil Prices Drop 
Sharply as 
OPEC Struggles 
to Agree on 
Cuts”

“US Indexes 
Close with 
Worst Yearly 
Losses Since 
2008”

World Stock Market Performance

Graph Source: MSCI ACWI Index [net div.]. MSCI data © MSCI 2019, all rights reserved.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Performance does not reflect the expenses associated with management of an actual portfolio. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 

MSCI All Country World Index with selected headlines from past 12 months

These headlines are not offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should view daily events from a long-term perspective and avoid making 
investment decisions based solely on the news.
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Quarterly Market Summary

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. 
Market segment (index representation) as follows: US Stock Market (Russell 3000 Index), International Developed Stocks (MSCI World ex USA Index [net div.]), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets Index [net div.]), 
Global Real Estate (S&P Global REIT Index [net div.]), US Bond Market (Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index), and Global Bond Market ex US (Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex-USD Bond Index [hedged to 
USD]). S&P data © 2019 S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global. All rights reserved. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks, and copyrights related to the Russell 
Indexes. MSCI data © MSCI 2019, all rights reserved. Bloomberg Barclays data provided by Bloomberg.

Index Returns

US Stock
Market

International 
Developed 
Stocks

Emerging
Markets
Stocks

Global
Real 
Estate

US Bond 
Market

Global 
Bond 
Market 
ex US

Q4 2018 STOCKS BONDS

-14.30% -12.78% -7.47% -5.79% 1.64% 1.89%

Since Jan. 2001

Avg. Quarterly Return 1.8% 1.3% 2.8% 2.4%  1.1% 1.1%

Best 16.8% 25.9% 34.7% 32.3%  4.6% 4.6%
Quarter 2009 Q2 2009 Q2 2009 Q2 2009 Q3  2001 Q3 2008 Q4

Worst -22.8% -21.2% -27.6% -36.1%  -3.0% -2.7%
Quarter 2008 Q4 2008 Q4 2008 Q4 2008 Q4  2016 Q4 2015 Q2
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Griffin Black Quarterly 
Market Review
High-net-worth investor audience

Download Report » 

“REVAMPED” 
REPORT STYLE

horizoninvestments.com P.17

REVIEW 0F 2018 \ OUTLOOK FOR 2019

Q4 2018
10 Year 

Annualized

CPI 1.90% 1.56%

World GDP 3.64% 3.37%

US GDP 3.00% 1.63%

10 Yr Yield 2.68% 2.48%

VIX 25.42 18.74

S&P -13.52% 13.12%

DJIA -11.31% 13.16%

Russell 2000 -20.20% 11.97%

ACWI -12.65% 10.05%

EAFE -12.50% 6.81%

Emerging Markets -7.40% 8.39%

Gold 7.54% 3.81%

Oil -38.01% 0.18%
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Global Market Indicators

Inflation Data as of 12/31/18
Global GDP Data as of 6/29/18
US GDP Data as of 9/30/18
All Other Data as of 12/31/18
10 Yr Yield is yield as of most recent quarter end
VIX Data is index level as of most recent quarter end
10 Year data points for CPI, World GDP, US GDP, 10 Yr Yield, 
and VIX are averages of last 10 years of data

Source: Bloomberg and World Bank

FLEXIBLE 
The ability to make 
portfolio adjustments in 
order to adapt to market 
changes

GLOBAL 

The ability to target 
more opportunities in 
various segments of 
equity markets  

BALANCED  

We screen opportunities 
through a balanced 
set of quantitative and 
qualitative perspectives

horizoninvestments.com P.16

REVIEW 0F 2018 \ OUTLOOK FOR 2019

Our Strategies

Features:
• Global diversification 
• Tilts between international and 

domestic
• Designed to deliver a Beta 

range between 0.80 and 1.20 to 
global equity markets

Sunny Expectation: 
Opportunistic weightings 
among the S&P and global 
markets

Storm expectations:  
Will seek less volatile 
holdings for perceived long-
term market dislocations, 
while shorter shocks may 
either be weathered with 
current positioning or 
may be repositioned to 
take advantage of the 
“normalization”. 

Seek capital gains through active asset allocation 
STAGE: GAIN

The GAIN portfolios maintained their overweight to the U.S. equity 

market during the quarter. Early on, however, we began adding 

to our developed international and emerging markets positions. 

Both asset classes had slumped for much of the year, and offered relative 

stability and attractive valuations. We eliminated positions in factor-based 

investments to implement the portfolio reallocation. We also shifted from 

a growth stock overweight to a neutral stance between growth and value. 

Such decisions helped the portfolios avoid the worst of the losses seen 

during the quarter, as international equities outperformed the U.S. market 

and as value beat growth.

In early November, we added more to our emerging markets allocation—

including dividend-focused emerging markets investments, which offered an 

additional degree of stability.

The worst-performing allocation was small-cap stocks, which 

underperformed U.S. large caps, as well as developed and emerging 

markets international equities. 

In the fixed-income portion of the portfolios, we maintained a slightly 

shorter-than-average duration profile. That positioning was detrimental, 

as longer-term Treasuries outperformed in the falling-yield environment. 

Corporate credit holdings also dampened performance, as investors sold 

corporate bonds due to concerns about the equity market, the economy 

and corporate earnings. That said, equity market stabilization should help 

corporate bonds. As with stocks, institutional investors played a large role 

and were hesitant to buy late in the year. We expect to see more liquidity 

and activity in 2019.  

Horizon Investments Q4 
Review/Outlook
Advisor / professional audience

Download Report » 

TRADITIONAL 
REPORT STYLE

Monthly Fund Commentary Wellington Asia Technology Fund 
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RISKS 
 

CAPITAL: Investment markets are subject to economic, regulatory, market sentiment and political risks. Before investing, all investors should 

consider the risks that may affect their capital. The value of your investment may become worth more or less than at the time of the original 

investment. The Fund may experience high volatility from time to time. CONCENTRATION: Concentration of investments within securities, sectors or 

industries or regions may affect performance. CURRENCY: The value of the Fund may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates. Unhedged 

currency risk may subject the Fund to significant volatility. Capital controls may impair a company’s ability to return capital. EMERGING MARKETS: 
Emerging markets may be subject to custodial and political risks and volatility. Investment in foreign currencies entails exchange risks. EQUITIES:
Investments may be volatile, fluctuating with market conditions and the performance of individual companies or the broader equity market. HEDGING: 
Any hedging strategy using derivatives may not achieve a perfect hedge. INVESTMENT IN CHINA: Changes in Chinese political, social or economic 

policies or securities law and regulations may significantly affect the value of the Fund. Chinese tax law is applied under policies that may change 

without notice and with retrospective effect. MANAGER: Investment performance depends on the investment management team and its investment 

strategies. If the strategies do not perform as expected, if opportunities to implement them do not arise or if the team does not implement its 

investment strategies successfully, a fund may underperform or experience losses. SHANGHAI-HONG KONG STOCK CONNECT: Allows access to 

certain China A-shares listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Securities could be recalled from the scope of the programme, which could restrict the 

Fund’s ability to implement its investment strategy effectively. The programme is subject to quota limitations, which may restrict dealing on a timely 

basis. Trading is subject to China A-share market rules, foreign shareholder restrictions and disclosure obligations, and changes to laws, regulations 

and policies in China may affect the share prices of securities held. SMALL AND MID-CAP COMPANY: Small and mid-cap companies' valuations may 

be more volatile than those of large-cap companies. They may also be less liquid. | Please refer to the Fund offering documents for additional 

information on the risks associated with investing. 

DISCLOSURE 
 

Wellington Management Company LLP (WMC) is an independently owned investment adviser registered with the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission. WMC is also registered with the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) as a commodity trading advisor (CTA) and serves as a 
CTA to certain clients including registered commodity pools and their operators. WMC provides commodity trading advice to all other clients in reliance on 
exemptions from CTA registration. WMC, along with its affiliates (collectively, Wellington Management), provides investment management and 
investment advisory services to institutions around the world. This material has been prepared exclusively for use by Wellington Management personnel 
and authorised intermediaries for distribution to eligible counterparties, professional investors, wholesale clients and non-retail investors for general 
information purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person. This material 
and its contents may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, without the express written consent of Wellington Management. This document 
is intended for marketing purposes only. It is not an offer or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for units of any Wellington Management Fund (the 
“Fund”). Nothing in this document should be interpreted as advice, nor is it a recommendation to buy or sell securities. Investment in the Fund may not be 
suitable for all investors. The Fund only accepts professional clients or investment through financial intermediaries. The views expressed are those of the 
author at the time of writing and are subject to change without notice. Except where registered for public sale, Fund units are offered only to qualified or 
professional investors on a basis that it does not require the registration of the Fund for public sale. Please refer to the latest Key Investor Information 
Document (KIID) where available, the Fund offering documents and the latest annual report (and semi-annual report) before investing. Switzerland. For 
each country where UCITS Funds are registered for sale, the prospectus and the KIID are available respectively in English and in the official language(s). 
(please visit www.wellington.com/KIIDs). For  unit classes registered in Switzerland, these can be obtained from the local Representative and Paying 
Agent — BNP Paribas Securities Services, Selnaustrasse 16, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland, together with the Prospectus in English, French and Swiss French. 
Wellington Management Funds (Luxembourg) is authorised and regulated as a UCITS scheme by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. 
In Canada, this material is provided by Wellington Management Canada ULC, a British Columbia unlimited liability company registered in the provinces of 
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, and 
Saskatchewan in the categories of Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer. Europe (ex. Austria, Germany and Switzerland): Wellington Management 
International Limited (WMIL), a firm authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. In Germany & Austria: Wellington 
Management Europe GmbH, which is authorised and regulated by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin). Shares of the Fund may not be distributed or marketed in any way to German retail or semi-professional investors if 
the Fund is not admitted for distribution to these investor categories by BaFin. Hong Kong: Wellington Management Hong Kong Limited (WM Hong Kong), 
a corporation licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission. Singapore: Wellington Management Singapore Pte Ltd (WM Singapore) (Registration 
Number 201415544E), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Australia: Wellington Management Australia Pty Ltd (WM Australia) (ABN19 167 
091 090), for use solely by wholesale clients (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001). WMC is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian 
financial services licence (AFSL) under the Corporations Act 2001 in respect of financial services provided to wholesale clients in Australia, subject to 
certain conditions. WMC is regulated by the SEC under the laws of the US, which differ from the laws applying in Australia. Japan: Wellington Management 
Japan Pte Ltd (WM Japan) (Registration Number 199504987R) is registered as a Financial Instruments Firm with registered number: Director General of 
Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kin-Sho) Number 428 a member of the Japan Investment Advisers Association, the Investment Trusts Association, Japan 
(ITA) and the Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association (T2FIFA). WMIL, WM Hong Kong, WM Japan and WM Singapore are also registered as 
investment advisers with the SEC; however, they will comply with the substantive provisions of the US Investment Advisers Act only with respect to their 
US clients. Wellington Management Funds (“the Funds”) may not be offered to citizens and residents of the United States or within the United States, its 
territories or possessions (other than to distributors and financial intermediaries). None of the Funds have been or will be registered under the US 
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and none of such shares may be offered, sold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, in 
the United States or to United States residents or citizens (other than to distributors and financial intermediaries). None of the Funds have been or will be 
registered as an investment company under the US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”). Interests in the Funds may be offered 
through Wellington Management Advisers, Inc., an SEC-Registered Broker/Dealer, Member FINRA and SIPC. Office of Supervisory Jurisdiction: 280 
Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210. Tel: 617-951-5000 Fax: 617-951-5250. Wellington Management Advisers, Inc. is an affiliate of Wellington 
Management Company LLP, and Wellington Trust Company, NA. Not FDIC Insured — No Bank Guarantee — May Lose Value. ©2019 Wellington 
Management. All rights reserved. As of June 2019. WELLINGTON MANAGEMENT FUNDS ® is a registered service mark of Wellington Group Holdings LLP. 
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For professional and accredited investor use only. Not for further distribution. 
 

Wellington Asia Technology Fund 
 

MARKET REVIEW 

• Equity markets recorded mixed performances in July, with Asia Pacific equities retreating while developed markets advanced. China and the US 

resumed their trade negotiations after a three-month hiatus but the talks concluded without any major breakthroughs. Chinese equities fell after US 

President Donald Trump renewed his trade rhetoric towards the end of the month. The US Federal Reserve cut interest rates by 25 basis points, the 

first cut since 2008. 

• Within Asia, geopolitical tensions increased after the Japanese government implemented trade restrictions on exports to South Korea of three 

specialised chemical products used in high-end semiconductor manufacturing. South Korean equities subsequently underperformed the broader 

region given investors’ concerns about the implications for the country’s leading position in the semiconductor industry.  

• Despite the uncertain geopolitical backdrop, the information technology (IT) sector outperformed the broader region on improved investor 

sentiment. 
 

FUND PERFORMANCE AND ATTRIBUTION 
 

• The Fund outperformed the rising MSCI All Country Asia Pacific Information Technology Index1 in July.  

• An underweight to South Korea and stock selection within the country (notably in technology hardware) contributed positively to relative 

performance. Stock selection in Japan and the electronic equipment sub-sector as well as exposures within communication services were 

beneficial. Underweights to Taiwan and India (which both outperformed), a fallout of stock-level positioning, partly offset these positive results. 

Stock selection in IT services and the software sub-sector also detracted from relative performance.  

• At the stock level, Tokyo Electron and Screen Semiconductor Solutions were among the top contributors to absolute performance. The two 

Japanese semiconductor equipment companies rallied as the industry outlook improved. Tokyo Electron and Screen are both direct beneficiaries of 

the adoption of advanced semiconductor content across a greater number of industries. Shares in ASML, which is using cutting-edge “extreme 

ultraviolet lithography” technology to lead developments in doubling the computing power of integrated circuits, rose in July after reporting 

earnings that surpassed market expectations. Holding Taiwan Semiconductor (the world’s largest independent semiconductor foundry) also 

contributed to absolute performance as its shares rallied on improved industry sentiment. 

• Keyence, a leader in developing machine vision systems, declined after reporting quarterly numbers that disappointed consensus, hurting absolute 

performance. Photographic and imaging company Fujifilm detracted from absolute performance as its share declined ahead of a disappointing 

earnings announcement in early August. Shares in Samsung Electronics (the world’s largest semiconductor memory manufacturer) fell in July, also 

hurting absolute returns. 

 

FUND POSITIONING AND OUTLOOK 

• Using bottom-up research, we look for high-quality companies with sustainable returns. We invest with a long-term view, focusing on companies 

where we see a secular growth opportunity or upside optionality that is not reflected in the current stock price. We are optimistic on the 

fundamental outlook for the companies we hold.  

• During the past year, macroeconomic and geopolitical factors as well as the traditional inventory cycle in a number of technology subsectors have 

significantly increased uncertainty. The escalation into a trade dispute of historical geopolitical tensions between South Korea and Japan is among 

the more recent developments. In this uncertain environment, we are focusing on companies where we believe fundamentals have bottomed and 

should begin to improve as well as companies where secular tailwinds should support robust earnings growth. 

• We remain positioned in hardware companies with technologies that span many global verticals, industries and markets, as well as local internet 

companies adapting their business models to the tastes and preferences of domestic users. 

• We are also invested in Japanese software and services companies, as we believe the shift to the internet, cloud and software as a service is 

gathering momentum and supporting consumer and enterprise spending in these segments. 

                                                           
PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, AND AN INVESTMENT CAN LOSE VALUE. | 1 Fund performance is 
based on the USD S Acc Unhdg share class. Other share class returns may be lower. The views expressed are in the context of the investment 
objective of the Fund only and should not be considered a recommendation or advice. 

 

Wellington Monthly Fund 
Commentary
Advisor / professional audience

Download Report » 

P R E V I E W S  F R O M  O U R 
S A M P L E S  L I B R A R Y

https://www.purcellcom.com/wp-content/uploads/Griffin-Black-Quarterly-Market-Review.pdf
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Most reports we see have strengths and weaknesses. But as we review our samples library, 
we see some good ideas that are worth sharing. 

DO use a simpler, more conversational voice, like this quote. Notice how this commentary speaks 
to the manager’s own emotions and memories. In so doing, it reveals something meaningful about 
the manager—and the firm—in a way that can resonate with the investor audience.1

U.S. equity markets snapped back sharply in the first quarter of 2019, posting the first 
positive double-digit return for the benchmark Russell 1000® Growth Index since 2013. The 
Large-Cap Growth Strategy delivered a strong quarter as well, both in absolute and relative 
terms. The U.S. economy and corporate earnings have proven to be fairly resilient, and the 
market rebound comes on the back of one the roughest quarters since 2011. This by no 
means is considered a “Goldilocks” scenario, but the U.S. does have a relatively stronger 
footing than most global economies, many of which have already started to experience some 
weakness. A bull market, as the old saying goes, will climb a wall of worry…

Health care continues to be a strong contributor to the strategy’s performance. However, the 
backdrop for the health care sector broadly remains somewhat cloudy as it was the worst 
performing sector in the benchmark for the quarter. Concerns over drug pricing and 
increasing regulation continues to weigh on biopharma stocks. The portfolio remains 
overweight to the sector, although this is not due to a top-down view. From a bottom-up 
perspective, we are quite sanguine about the underlying strength of the individual business 
models that we own. For example, Danaher, which has been a longtime portfolio holding, 
announced the acquisition of GE’s health care business, sending the stock higher. This was 
not necessarily considered a transformative acquisition. We believe that the company has 
done an extraordinary job over the last several years transforming the business by increasing 
both the recurring nature of its revenues and the profitability of the business, thus improving 
the overall quality of its multi-industry business model.

Technology was the leading sector behind the fierce market rebound this quarter. This was 
partially due to an archetypical rebound after being routed last quarter; however, 
fundamentals across much of the software and services segment continue to be quite robust. 
As companies in all areas of the economy look to invest in technology to modernize their 
operations and stave off disruption, “digital transformation” partners, such as Salesforce.com, 
Adobe, Autodesk and Microsoft, are experiencing robust, secular demand. This investment 
cycle remains early in the large enterprise segment, with today’s investments often focusing on 
front-office applications before moving to back-office applications and IT infrastructure in 
the future. In addition to these industrywide tailwinds, the portfolio benefited from several 
stock-specific drivers in companies like Intuit, Autodesk and Genpact.

We are pleased that the portfolio continues to outperform, especially in light of the strong 
market updraft this quarter. We were fortunate not to have any meaningful losing positions in 
the portfolio of which to speak. We believe it is impossible, nor do we even try, to predict the 
short-term market response or the precise quarterly cadence of our companies’ results. Our 
focus is geared toward finding companies with unique business models that we believe have 
the potential to grow at above-average rates over a full cycle. We have always been confident 
that the market will reward these types of companies over the long term.

Large-Cap Growth

First Quarter 2019 

COMPOSITE  
GROSS OF  

FEES

COMPOSITE  
NET OF 

FEES

RUSSELL 
1000®

GROWTH  
INDEX

3 MOS. 20.05 19.98 16.10 

1 YR. 18.40 18.00 12.75 

3 YR. 18.32 17.88 16.53 

5 YR. 13.54 13.10 13.50 

10 YR. 18.69 18.23 17.52 

ITD
(05/31/1996)

10.05 9.48 8.32 

LARGE-CAP 
GROWTH  

REP. ACCT.

RUSSELL 1000®  

GROWTH INDEX

Weighted Avg. 
Market Cap. 

$174.7B $290.6B 

Weighted 
Median 
Market Cap. 

$64.8B $116.0B 

Earnings 
Growth (3-5 Yr. 
Est.) 

18.2% 14.7% 

P/E Ratio 
(FY2 Est.) 

25.6x 18.8x 

PEG Ratio 1.4x 1.3x 

Portfolio 
Turnover (3-
Yr.Avg.) 

32.4% --

REP. ACCOUNT TOP 10 PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS

SECURITY % PORTFOLIO

Amazon.com, Inc. 4.4 

Zoetis, Inc. 4.2 

Visa, Inc. 4.2 

Intuit, Inc. 4.1 

PayPal Holdings, Inc 4.1 

Roper Technologies, Inc. 3.8 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. 3.8 

Intuitive Surgical, Inc. 3.7 

SBA Communications Corp. 3.7 

Microsoft Corp. 3.6 

TOTAL 39.6 

KENNETH STUZIN,CFA

1 /  BROWN ADVISORY LARGE-CAP GROWTH

REP. ACCOUNT CHARACTERISTICS

Review & Outlook

Please see disclosure statements at the end of this presentation for additional information and for a complete list of terms and definitions.

COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE (%)

Portfolio Manager

QUARTERLY STRATEGY UPDATE

The composite performance shown above reflects the Brown Advisory Large-Cap Growth Institutional 
Composite , managed by Brown Advisory Institutional.  Brown Advisory Institutional is a division of Brown 
Advisory LLC, and Brown Advisory Institutional is a GIPS compliant firm.  Please see the end of this for a 
GIPS compliant presentation.

DON’T state portfolio, benchmark, and market returns in your text. It’s not readable. Keep 
performance numbers in tables.2
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DON’T allow your pieces to become too long. It doesn’t matter how sophisticated your audience 
is—information overload affects everyone equally. If you can’t convey your main message in a few 
paragraphs, like the sample below, your clients aren’t getting it anyway.3
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These central bank actions make us uncomfortable. Interest rates are the price of money, and 
prices usually function best when given the freedom to move. In the U.S., we still have modestly 
positive interest rates, though there is constant political pressure to push them even lower. In 
addition, foreign money that is fleeing negative rates elsewhere is migrating to the U.S. in search 
of some yield, which is also keeping U.S. rates low. For any of us who lived through the Carter/
Reagan era, today’s rates appear incredible, although we also remember the high price inflation 
from that time.

Information 
overload 
affects 
everyone 
equally.
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DO visually organize your information in a template that makes it easy to scan.4
COMMENTARY

 

P E R F O R M A N C E & P O S I T I O N I N G blackrock.com/sio

STRATEGIC INCOME
OPPORTUNITIES FUND
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Inst: BSIIX1 • A: BASIX • C: BSICX • Class K: BSIKX

 The fund posted returns of 2.59% (Institutional shares) and 2.52% (Investor A

shares, without sales charge) for the second quarter of 2019.

 The main drivers of positive performance were our duration (interest rate

sensitive) positioning, U.S. absolute return strategies, and allocations to U.S.

investment grade credit and high yield bonds. Macro-oriented strategies helped

too. There were no major detractors from performance over the quarter.

 We slightly increased duration at the fund level as the Federal Reserve (Fed) held

its dovish stance. We slightly reduced exposures to U.S. investment grade and

high yield aroundMay, having considered howmuch the market hadmoved,

while maintaining a higher-quality bias in the fund. Given the European Central

Bank's (ECB) dovish stance, in June we added long positions in German bunds,

and European credit.

Contributors

The largest drivers of performance were our
duration positioning, given our longer-
duration stance; our U.S. absolute return
strategies, and exposures to U.S.
investment grade and high yield corporate
credit. Our tactical positions in emerging
markets (macro-oriented strategies)
helped too.

Detractors

There were no major detractors from
performance over the quarter; the fund
benefited from its diversified and well-
balanced positioning.

Further Insight
We further increased the fund’s duration to close to three years, andmoved

some U.S. duration exposure from short to medium-dated bonds. As the Fed is

committed to underwriting the economic expansion as its one overarching goal,

we believe duration is still a durable hedge in the portfolio. In corporate credit,

we continued to hold our higher-quality bias in credit selection, while reducing

some exposures to U.S. investment grade and high yield credit to take profits.

Additionally, we added global sovereign exposure (mainly in 10-year German

bunds), which should benefit from possible accommodative monetary policy,

given the ECB’s dovish stance. In emerging markets, we tactically added back

some exposure, mostly in local currency bonds.

Overall Morningstar Rating®:
Institutional

★★★★
Rated against 270 Nontraditional Bond Funds, as of

6/30/19, based on risk-adjusted total return. Ratings are

determined monthly and subject to change. The Overall

Morningstar Rating for a fund is derived from a weighted

average of the performance figures associated with its

3-, 5- and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating

metrics.‡

Portfolio Management
Rick Rieder, BobMiller

TOP 10 HOLDINGS
(% of Net Assets as of 6/30/19)

0.8JPMorgan Chase10.

0.9Russian Federation9.

1.0Wells Fargo8.

1.0Bank of America7.

1.1France (republic Of)6.

1.4China Peoples Republic Of
(government)5.

1.6United States Treasury4.

1.6FHLM3.

2.4Indonesia2.

4.7Federal National Mortgage1.

Employs a flexible investment
approach across fixed income
sectors without constraints on
maturity, sector, quality or
geography. The team actively
manages the twomain risks in fixed
income, interest rate and credit risk,
to provide a compelling combination
of income, low volatility and
attractive returns.
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DO include insights that place recent performance in a broader context.15

Berkshire Dividend Strategy 

After such a strong run, the time is right to start asking tough 
questions.  While the global economy continues to grow at a 
reasonable rate, there are notable downside risks. Are the flat yield 
curves and ultra-low/negative interest rates in the bond market 
signaling underlying economic weakness? How deep will the 
current trade wars cut? Is the sluggish European economy following 
the same path that led to Japan’s prolonged period of low-growth 
and what does that mean for the rest of the world?

In our view, the risks of a recession and/or an equity market correction 
are increasing, but they are also manageable. The good news is, 
despite the recent run-up, equity valuations remain reasonable. P/E 

ratios are roughly in line with history, which suggest many risks are 
already “priced in.” Investors seem bullish, but not blindly optimistic, 
and low interest rates support continued economic gains.

It’s no secret professional and individual investors alike are 
notoriously bad at timing the markets and making large scale 
decisions based on macro events.  Keep in mind recessions and 
stock market corrections are part of normal economic cycles. We 
feel confident our focus on high-quality U.S companies carrying 
reasonable valuations will continue to meet client needs in coming 
quarters.

IS IT 1999 ALL OVER AGAIN?

A proliferation of hot tech IPOs, soaring growth stocks and 
markets hitting all-time highs, has many investors wondering if the 
environment is similar to 1999. Looking back to 1999, there was a 
virtual feeding frenzy for new economy/Internet/growth stocks and 

“the Internet was creating a new paradigm for perpetual growth” 
(as some observers said).  Day trading was all the rage and many 
people quit their day jobs to get in on the action. The Nasdaq was 
up 400% in a few short years (up 65% in Q4 alone), creating 
one of the great bubbles of all time which eventually burst in March 
of 2000.

What’s similar? The macro environment was relatively similar due 
to low inflation, unemployment and a rosy outlook for the economy. 
IPOs and growth stocks were the vehicles of choice and investors 
needed to be talked into boring old value/dividend stocks and 
active management.

What’s different? Today, investors seem more sober about risks 
vs. the pure “nothing can go wrong” euphoria of 1999. While the 
P/E spread between growth stocks vs. value stocks is similar, the 

absolute P/E multiples are trading far below 1999 – 2000 levels. 
The Russell 1000 Growth Index traded at 65x earnings in 1999 
compared with 27.5x today.  Today’s modern tech/growth stocks 
have more tangible applications and generate revenue and cash 
flow – not just speculative concepts. Does anyone remember 
companies being valued based on “eyeballs”?

Bottom line? The environments are similar but not the same. Still, 
we believe value appears attractive relative to growth. High-quality 
companies at low valuations may protect account value during the 
next market correction, while some of today’s popular but expensive 
growth stocks may decline faster than the market in general.

Contact Berkshire: 

Gerard Mihalick, CFA, Portfolio Manager,  
gmihalick@berkshiream.com or (570) 825-2600

Jason Reilly, CFP®, VP Distribution, 
jason@berkshiream.com or (570) 825-2600

Berkshire Asset Management is a fee-based, SEC registered advisory firm 
serving the portfolio management needs of institutional and high-net worth 
clients. Registration with the SEC or any state securities authority does not imply 
a certain level of skill or training. The views expressed reflect those of Berkshire 
Asset Management, LLC (Berkshire) as of the date of the commentary. Any views 
are subject to change at any time based on market or other conditions, and 
Berkshire disclaims any responsibility to update such views if you are not a client. 
This presentation is not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee 
of future results or investment advice. Because investment decisions are based 
on numerous factors, these views may not be relied upon as an indication of 
trading intent on behalf of any portfolio. The information contained herein has 
been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed by 
Berkshire as to its accuracy or completeness. Risks: Past performance does 
not guarantee future results. All investing carries risk including risk of principal 
or income loss. Dividends are subject to change, are not guaranteed, and may 
be cut. Investing based on dividends alone may not be favorable as it does not 
include all material risks. There is no guarantee any stated (or implied) portfolio 
or performance objective mentioned by Berkshire can be met. Berkshire’s equity 
style may focus its investments in certain sectors or industries, thereby increasing 
potential volatility relative to other strategies or indices.

Definitions: The S & P 500 Index is a market capitalization weighted index of the 
largest 500 U.S. stocks. It is a market-value weighted index (stock price times # 
of shares outstanding), with each stock’s weight in the index proportionate to its 
market value. The index is designed to measure changes in the economy and is 
representative of most major industries. You cannot invest directly in an index. 
Beta is a measure of volatility vs. an index. Current yield is the mean estimated 
annual dividend amount based on current calendar year, divided by the current 
stock price. Dividend Payout ratio is the fraction of net income a firm pays to its 
shareholders in dividends, in percentage. Forward Price Earnings Ratio (P/E) is 
the ratio of the price of a stock and the company’s projected earnings per share.

LOOKING FORWARD
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DO restate your strategy’s philosophy or approach in each commentary. Providing one critical message 
consistently over time enhances the investor’s sense of your competence and reliability.26
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TIAA-CREF Fund & Account Commentary CREF Social Choice Account

Account Performance Highlights
In the third quarter of 2014, the CREF Social Choice Account lagged its composite 
benchmark.

The Account’s composite benchmark is a weighted average of three indexes: a 47% 
allocation to the Russell 3000 Index (U.S. equities); a 13% allocation to the MSCI 
EAFE+Canada Index (international equities); and a 40% allocation to the Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (U.S. investment-grade fixed income).

For the quarter, the Account’s U.S. equity sleeve underperformed the 0.01% return 
of the Russell 3000 Index, and the international equity sleeve underperformed the 
-5.74% return of the MSCI EAFE + Canada Index. The fixed-income sleeve finished
ahead of the 0.17% return of the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.

In the U.S. equity sleeve, the Information Technology, Consumer Staples, and 
Financials sectors were the largest detractors from relative performance, while 
Materials, Energy, and Healthcare contributed positively. The largest individual 
detractors were the exclusions of Apple and Microsoft, and a position in Sprint.  
In contrast, a position in Gilead Sciences and the exclusions of Exxon Mobil and 
Schlumberger helped.

In the international equity sleeve, Consumer Staples, Financials, and Industrials 
detracted the most, while Consumer Discretionary, Telecommunication Services, 
and Utilities made positive contributions. Among individual positions, an 
overweight in British supermarket Tesco, a position in Austrian energy company 
OMV, and the exclusion of French pharmaceutical company Sanofi detracted. 
Partly offsetting these detractors was the exclusion of energy company BP, as 
well as overweights in financial services firm Hong Kong Exchange and Clearing 
and Japan’s Astellas Pharmaceutical.

The Account’s fixed-income outperformance was due primarily to security 
selection, particularly in corporate and municipal securities. Although riskier 
sectors were not favored, the Account’s higher-quality positions within these 
sectors aided performance. Generally, overweighting “spread sectors”  
(lower-rated, higher-yielding non-Treasury categories), which fared worse than 
Treasuries, detracted, as did yield-curve positioning and tactical trading factors.

Positioning
The account is a balanced portfolio with equity and fixed-income components. The 
equity component uses a quantitative approach to attempt to match, to the extent 
possible given the eligible investment universe, the risk characteristics of its 
respective U.S. and international equity benchmarks. Some stocks that are 
included in the indexes are not part of the Account’s eligible universe. As a result, 
some individual securities in the eligible universe may be either overweighted or 
underweighted relative to the benchmark.

Positioning in the fixed-income sleeve continues to overweight spread products, 
reflecting our expectation for continued accommodative monetary policy, 
improving economic data, and subdued inflation. Our outlook for the U.S. 
economy remains modestly constructive, despite some headwinds.

The sleeve’s duration remains slightly longer than the benchmark’s, and our cash 
position provides flexibility both to take advantage of investment opportunities 
and to tactically position duration.

Quarter-to-Date Ending September 30, 2014

The sectors referenced in the relative performance commentary above are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®). The Global Industry 
Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by MSCI, a premier independent provider of global indexes and benchmark-related products and services,  
and Standard & Poor’s (S&P), an independent international financial data and investment services company and a leading provider of global equity indexes.

Purcell Communications (‘PurcellCom”) does not have a client relationship with companies producing the samples in 
this article, except where noted.
1 This sample comes from a PurcellCom client; we worked with them on the creation of this content.
2 This sample is a PurcellCom client; PurcellCom played no role in the creation of this content.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE? 
We do our best to keep an eye out, but we can’t see everything. Have you seen good 
examples of a quarterly report? Has your firm changed its reporting approach? Send us 
the samples you like at kpurcell@purcellcom.com so we can update our database and 
share your findings with colleagues.

Reports aren’t a one-size-fits-all proposition. Nonetheless, with the above in mind, here’s our 
take on the “perfect” quarterly report for investors/advisors (NEXT PAGE). It may not suit every 
firm or every situation, but it does communicate the most useful performance information 
in a way that benefits the company brand and builds relationship with the reader.



Perfect Fund Quarterly Report Q2 
2019

INVESTMENT APPROACH
The Perfect Fund focuses on dividend-paying stocks as 
a way to build consistent investor wealth and limit the 
impact of market volatility. It’s best suited to investors that 
need growth but are generally risk averse.

We’ve pulled together a mock-up of a quarterly report for the hypothetical “Perfect Fund” that incorporates the 
best ideas we’ve seen. A simple, easy-to-read layout with a tight focus on the most important information makes 
it easy for your investors to stay informed and to want to come to you for more.

MANAGER INSIGHTS
Falling interest rates are beneficial in the short term, but they also 
signal that investors are not confident in the direction of the economy. 
It’s our view that the financial strength of the dividend-paying stocks in 
our universe remains very solid. However, we’ve scaled back holdings 
in more economically sensitive stocks and sectors as a way to guard 
against the potential risks of further economic weakness.

WANT MORE?
Check out our [other quarterly 
reports/videos] to get additional 
insight and analysis about your 
investments at [link].”

 ■ The market as a whole displayed a lot of volatility, 
which greatly underscored the benefits of the 
defensive stocks in your portfolio. 

 ■ Interest rates declined, making our dividend-paying 
holdings more attractive to investors.

 ■ Our expectation that utilities would weaken did not 
come to pass, although we were right in thinking that 
financials would outperform.

CONTRIBUTORS
 ■ The best results came from the financial sector, 

because we were overweighted overall, and we held 
some of the better-performing stocks.

 ■ XXX and YYY stocks were the stars this quarter. 
They accounted for nearly all of the portfolio’s 
outperformance.

DETRACTORS
 ■ Utilities was a weak spot, as the portfolio was 

underweighted in a strong-performing sector. But we 
remain concerned that dividends are not sustainable 
for some of the better-performing stocks.

 ■ Otherwise, portfolio holdings generally met or 
exceeded benchmark results.

RETURNS TABLE
3 Month 12 Month

Perfect Fund 0.00 0.00
Benchmark 0.00 0.00
S&P 500 0.00 0.00

KEY TAKEAWAYS


